Exhibit W
Subject: Eyes Only - on Abu Zubaydah as of 2000 hours (Local Time) 18 August 2002

Text:

1. Action Required: Pls see separate cable re full details of results of 18 August cycle of interrogation sessions.

2. Overall State of Play: During this reporting period, (Abu Zubaydah) (Subject) has continued to maintain that he knows of no threats to the United States or against United States interests beyond what he has already provided. On 18 August 02 -- day 15 of the aggressive interrogation phase held a strategy meeting to decide on the topics and modalities of today's interrogation sessions factoring in HQs guidance/requirements. Subsequently, two interrogation sessions were held with subject during which subject was walled at the early portion of the first session. Interrogation sessions were conducted by [redacted] and IC SERE psychologists. Subject was repeatedly and aggressively pressed on any additional details concerning threats against the United States and was questioned about "ideas" he had previously discussed to identify other related ideas he may have overlooked. Subject did not have any significant details on this topic beyond what he already provided.

3. Atmospherics/Behavioral Comments: Subject's comportment and demeanor are unchanged from yesterday. He remained compliant and totally submissive. He readily engaged in dialogue regarding questions and stayed on topic. The subject requested permission,
WHEN IT WAS NECESSARY TO SHIFT OFF TOPIC BRIEFLY TO PROVIDE THE
BACKGROUND INFORMATION NECESSARY TO UNDERSTAND HIS ANSWER, HE
CONTINUES TO BE FEARFUL OF THE INTERROGATORS AND DISPLAYED ACUTE
STRESS WHEN THE SUBJECT OF THE WATER BOARD WAS ADDRESSED.

4. THREAT UPDATE: NO NEW THREAT INFORMATION.

5. MEDICAL UPDATE: SUBJECT IS MEDICALLY STABLE. IMPROVED
NUTRITION AND A DECREASE IN INADVERTENT STRESSES DIRECTLY TO THE
WOUND HAVE SOMewhat MITIGATED THE WOUND BREAKDOWN. THERE IS
CURRENTLY NO EVIDENCE OF SECONDARY INFECTION.

END OF MESSAGE